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Abstract

This research work explores the use of mobile and positioning technologies stimulating a context adaptive and location-based learning model. The proposed model utilizes a set of context factors for learning service dissemination; described as learning service area, learning service type, and service interaction level. In addition, the new model considers the availability of positioning technology for authoring location-based learning content, and for accurately disseminating learning services. Hence, tolerance to position errors is used to classify learning services into two types; generic and specific. An evaluation experiment was conducted measuring the relationship between the positioning performance and successful implementation of the m-learning model. Results have shown a significant affect of position accuracy towards learners’ context understanding and interaction with learning activity.
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1. Introduction

Technology advancements support new opportunities for students’ engagement in learning activities, and provide new delivery method toward learning resources. The wider adoption of mobile technology in learning environments allows learning to appeal as a continuous and social process, which takes place inside and outside the classrooms. Although of this huge development in the segment of mobile technology, still some user groups with special needs are facing various barriers regarding technological accessibility of use. For example, blind and visually impaired students are not capable to receive same learning information as normally sighted users. Accordingly, learning information and services are required to be designed appropriately to help students with disabilities to overcome accessibility barriers and allow them to benefit from the significant of emergent learning applications. This is achieved by developing context-aware services that considers learners’ requirements, capabilities, and preferences (Huang et al., 2008). The increasing availability of positioning technology and its integration with mobile devices has added an additional dimension to the mobile learning context, described as learner’s geographical location. This has resulted in new learning scenarios to emerge that allowed the delivery of location-based learning services. Learner’s location information is linked to the learning context, and consequently to learning experiences, and thus it allows for social integration during the learning process. This is achieved by utilizing the location information in authoring the learning content and learning services delivery (Rensing et al., 2012).

This paper presents a new learning context adaptation model that takes into consideration a set of factors before service dissemination. Context factors being considered are learning service type, learning service area, and interaction level. The new model is implemented as a location-based learning model, where the use of location information related to learners is considered in learning content authoring and service delivery. As part of context adaption, learning services are classified into two types (generic and specific) based on service sensitivity to errors in context factors determination. Each service type is associated with a positioning performance level to be considered before providing the learning service. This paper is structured as follows; section 2 describes the literature study carried out to conduct this research work; section 3 illustrates the proposed location-based learning model; section 4 provides details of how the proposed model is operating. Section 5, presents the
evaluation methodology being conducted and describes the achieved results.

2. Literature Review

The impact of integrating educational and capability of mobile technology into learning context was thoroughly investigated in the literature (Fallahkhair et al., 2008, Rensing et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2008). Ubiquitous mobility facilitates learning activity to take place anywhere and allows learners to be connected together through the mobile network (Chen & Li, 2010). In addition, mobile technology is used to effectively deliver rich learning content during learning activities. The integration of sensing and mobile technologies has been investigated by many researchers, in order to achieve context-aware ubiquitous learning, and to achieve interactive teaching and learning activities. The main advantage of context-aware ubiquitous learning is to support personalized and collaborative knowledge, and allow learners to increase their learning experience, so as to construct personal knowledge (Wu et al., 2012; So et al., 2012). Several studies have considered using the ubiquity of mobile technology in the learning context, improving the accessibility of knowledge to a variety of learning users, including learners with special needs. In Barbieri et al. (2005) an m-learning platform was designed with a set of different system interfaces (vocal, gestural, and tactile), used in order to overcome accessibility barriers for users with different disabilities (blind, visually impaired, deaf, dyslectic students). In addition, learning accessibility using mobile devices was investigated in Ardito et al. (2006), in which CHAT was developed, a software platform that provides adaptable learning services, based on user’s preferred way of interacting, as well as the physical context. In Lan et al. (2009), a pedagogical framework was presented utilizing mobile technology in overcoming obstacles in traditional English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and teaching methods. A different m-learning project designed to increase user accessibility, is described as AMobile (Accessible Mobile Learning), which is an online environment for mobile learning with specific features supporting disabled students demolishing barriers experienced in their learning activities (Arrigo & Ciprì, 2010). Through, AMobile, an empowered multimodal interface system was developed assessing the modality of using mobile devices to support students in their educational activities. The AMobile project considered using the location information of a mobile device supporting the on-site learning experience by providing a voice navigation service to users.

The use of mobile devices in achieving collaborative, contextual and constructivist mobile learning activities is described in (Jeng et al., 2010). Moreover, this study has considered using mobile embedded GPS devices within the learning environment, in order to bring new opportunities for location or context based learning activities. In the same concern, Rensing et al. (2012) and Sharples et al. (2009) has described how learners can participate in the content preparation process based on their updated location. In which, learners are motivated to use their mobile devices to detect their context and collect location information, and thereby build learning content that fits to the location of the learner. This is more likely described as location-based learning, where educational activities are conducted based on the exploration of a geographical place (Hsiao et al., 2010). ARLearn is an example of location-based learning system supporting mobile content authoring (Ternier & Börner, 2011). In which, learners are responsible for collecting information and resources related to surrounding objects; such as buildings, houses, monuments or other objects that are present in the nearby environment of learners. This information is used later on constructing learning content or material. A similar location-based learning approach is described in Tan and So (2011), where learners explore specific sites and use mobile and positioning sensor devices to record observations and position coordinates to be used within the learning activity.

The literature has widely addressed the use of mobile and position sensing technologies in the learning context. This includes authoring learning content, learning resources allocation and delivery, as well as learning activity interaction. However, the impact of using positioning technology on the learning performance, and on developing the understanding of learning context has not been previously considered. This work describes the effect of location information accuracy on the efficiency of learning content understanding and service delivery. In addition, this research focuses on increasing learning users’ accessibility to knowledge and developing their learning experience, taking into consideration learners’ special requirements and service context sensitivity.

3. Proposed Model Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed model architecture consists of two sides; client and server.
The server side described as Learning Service Centre, holding three main integrated components, the positioning server (responsible for position acquisition and augmentation), context server (responsible for context description and adaption), and content server (responsible for learning content authoring). The client side represents the Mobile Learner’s Environment, which consists of learning users, mobile devices, and surrounding context. Both client and server sides are connected via available mobile and wireless technologies (e.g. 3G, 3.5G, WiFi or WiMAX). Employing a client-server based architecture allows for flexible and adaptive learning services, and provides the following advantages:

- Constructing up-to-date learning materials and provides required services based on the learning context.
- Monitoring and tracks connected learners’ location.
- Providing position augmentation services for accurately determining learners’ location.
- Ensuring users data privacy and safety.
- Handling different learning users capabilities (e.g. disabled or not-disabled), technical specifications (mobile device specification, GPS receiver type), and learning preferences and style.

4. Functional Approach

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed model functional approach, starting from service request and ending with providing adaptive learning services. This approach consists of the following main operational steps:

- Data filtering and interpolation: responsible for data acquisition and classification. Data considered includes specifications of communication technology, learners’ location information, and user constrains stored in user profiles.
- Position performance monitoring: measures learners’ position fixing accuracy.
- Service interaction monitoring: evaluates level of interaction between learners and learning process, and defines required learning service delivery method.
- Context adaptation and service delivery: allows for providing required learning services, taking into consideration a set of contextual factors including learning service area, learning service type, and service interaction level.
4.1 Data Filtering and Interpolation

User learning requirements can be described in predefined user profiles. Table 1 presents an example of user profiles consisting of three main parameters; learning style, user type and technical specifications. The learning style is used to define suitable learning resources and used to clarify the interaction level between learning service activity and learners. The user type describes users’ constrains and defines the sensitivity of learning services. Technical specifications explain details of user’s mobile device specifications and communication network being utilized.

Table 1. User profile parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>User Type</th>
<th>Technical Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active – Inactive</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Mobile Device Specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing – Intuitive</td>
<td>Special Need</td>
<td>Communication Network Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual – Verbal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential – Sporadic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this work, the sensitivity of learning services is measured according to service error tolerance level. As described earlier, the focus of this work is on location-based learning services; hence errors being considered are in position or context determination and on learning content delivery. As described in Table 2, error tolerance is used to differentiate learning services into two types; generic and specific.

Table 2. Learning service types vs user types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Service Type</th>
<th>User Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic (error tolerance)</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific (non-error tolerance)</td>
<td>Special Need (e.g. disabled)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Generic learning services are described as secondary and complementary services and can be focused towards all types of users. Hence, generic services can accept or tolerate errors. Specific learning services are described as crucial services with high priority, and normally associated with users having special needs. Therefore, specific services are sensitive to errors. Examples of specific services are learning activities dealing with disabled learners (e.g. synthesized lecturing, campus guidance, surrounding objects alerting). In addition, learning services requiring real-time action (e.g. exams and schedule alerting) can be considered with high priority. Conversely, learning activities having no real-time implications and no affect on user’s safety and experience (e.g. pre-lecture notes, review activities, graphical notes representation) are considered generic with low priority.

4.2 Service Interaction Monitoring

This component handles the interaction between mobile learner users and learning service activity. In which, the suitable resource delivery method is defined based on users’ learning service type and on the communication technology being utilized. Three learning service delivery modes can be considered that are; group learning mode, where learning resources are distributed to a collaborative learning community. Server-based mode, where learners are connected to a remote server holding required learning resources. Peer-to-peer mode, in which two peer of learners are directly connected for sharing learning resources.

4.3 Position Performance Monitoring

Learner’s location information is considered as the primary factor for describing the learning context and disseminating the required services accordingly. The availability of location information is dependent on the navigation technology enabled in the mobile device being utilized. Advanced level of positioning performance is needed to achieve precise description of learning service area and surrounding context. This is achieved using augmentation techniques such Assisted GPS (AGPS), and Differential GPS (DGPS) (Filjar et al., 2007). The required level of positioning performance is related to learning service type and users constraint level. Subsequently, the received learning service quality is highly dependent on the accuracy and precision of the location information being measured.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Service Types</th>
<th>Position Performance Levels</th>
<th>Position Error (95%)</th>
<th>Service Availability</th>
<th>Position Reporting Rate (PRR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>&lt;=2 m</td>
<td>Number of Satellites&gt;=7 EGNOS GEO&gt; 80 %</td>
<td>high frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Moderate/Low</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>regular/low frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is difficult to determine specific thresholds for required positioning performance. However, considering reported results in (Ott et al., 2005; Alnabhan et al., 2010), it is possible to define approximate performance levels thresholds, see Table 3. Three factors are used to identify the performance levels, known as accuracy, availability, and PRR. Best achievable factor values are associated with high performance level, and are assigned to specific learning services. Conversely, generic services are assigned with low or moderate position performance level.

The positioning performance level factors are described as follows:

- **Position Accuracy**: this factor is used to measure the required level of correctness in the measured position. As shown in Table 3, the moderate and low levels of position performance were not determined. However, an initial error threshold (<=2 meter) was assigned to be applicable for high learning service levels.

- **Service Availability**: this factor is used to describe the availability of positioning service or augmentation service during the navigation process. The availability plays an important role in affecting measured position accuracy and is dependent on satellite coverage challenges in particular geographical areas.
- **Position Reporting Rate (PRR):** This factor is used to determine the location information sampling rate, which is dependent on learning style and service interaction level. PRR plays a significant role in the achieved position performance.

### 4.4 Context Adaptation and Service Delivery

As described in Figure 2, the predefined functional approach is used to generate a set of contextual factors having direct affect on providing the learning service. This includes the following factors:

- Learning service area.
- Learning service type.
- Learning service interaction level.

Learning service area is used to understand up-to-date information about surrounding context, and allows for constructing location-based learning resources. Learning service type indicates the service requirements and positioning performance levels. The service interaction level allows determining most suitable delivery method, used for delivering learning resources according to defined service area.

### 5. Evaluation Methodology and Results

A preliminary evaluation experiment was conducted to measure the effect of position information accuracy on understanding surrounding learning context, and on interacting with the learning activity. This experiment allows learners to share their individual experiences and knowledge after interacting with specific locations within a specified path. The first step of the experiment is described as learning content authoring, in which a field trip was chosen within Jerash University campus. Three learning stations A, B, and C were selected along the field trip. Each learning station was placed on an open space position near to a faculty main gate. The location of each station was accurately determined and documented electronically on a digital map, to be easily accessed later on by participants. In addition, relevant information about each station surrounding context are collected and processed as learning resources associated to the station. These resources consisted of photos, notes, descriptions, and were created using mobile devices and mobile authoring applications. The allocation of these resources to a station was done by matching the location information of the resource to the location of the station.

In the second step, a group of students were asked to go through the predefined field trip, using the map being constructed in the previous step, along with their mobile devices having enabled GPS functionality. During this trip, students were asked to visit learning stations marked on the map, and were required to log location information for each station, and answer questions related to the context of these stations. Questions included defining faculty gate names or numbers, describing surrounding objects (e.g. trees, signs and parking lots), and defining any policy, rule, or announcement being advertised near to the marked station. Students will note question answers in their mobile devices. In the last step, information stored by learners during the trip are retrieved and assigned to respective marked learning stations. The accuracy of student logged location information was computed, and then linked to the correctness of students answers at each station. This allows for quantifying the relationship between the position information accuracy and understanding location-based learning contents.

During the content authoring step, U-Blox ANTARIS 4 GPS module with LEA-4T sensor was used for fixing accurate GPS coordinates for learning stations, and attaching them into a digital map. This GPS engine consists of 16 tracking channels, providing highly sensitive measurements and precise timing (U-Blox, 2003). In addition, this GPS module supports DGPS functionality, and was connected to a Dell XPS (core i3) laptop via a USB connection. The coordinates achieved in this step were used as reference values for computing position measurements accuracy achieved during students field trips. Position measurements at learning stations were conducted using standard GPS functionality embedded in students’ mobile devices. Hence, the average of horizontal position accuracy achieved at the first learning station (A), was 3.6 meters at 95% confidence level. In addition, the average of horizontal position accuracy at station B, and station C was 4 meters; and 2.0 meters respectively, computed at 95% confidence levels. Accordingly, the worst position accuracy was achieved at station B, which was due to the environmental effects and limited satellite availability required for fixing the position at that location.

The correctness level of students’ answers to the location-based questions was based on the accuracy of position fixing at the learning station. Hence, students at learning station C were able to be situated very close to the predefined station location, and have provided more precise answers to the context-related questions, especially while defining announcements available at the learning station. This simply confirms the significance...
relationship between the position information accuracy and location-based learning process. This relationship has an advanced effect after considering learning service types and its associated sensitivity to position error as being described in table 3. The achieved position accuracy in the preliminary experiment only matches the generic learning service requirements. Position accuracy level (< 2 meters) required for specific learning services can be achieved using position augmentation techniques available at the learning service centre.

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented a new m-learning functional approach responsible for providing adaptive learning services, taking into consideration a set of context factors described as learning service area, learning service type, and service interaction level. This paper has focused on learners’ location information as a main factor affecting the performance of learning service delivery and learning context understanding. In addition, tolerance to positioning errors (accuracy level) was used to classify learning services into two types generic and specific. Generic are not affected by errors in location determinations, however specific services are considered crucial and highly affected by position errors. A preliminary evaluation experiment was performed measuring the relationship between positioning accuracy and the correctness level of learners’ answers to location-based context questions. This experiment consists of three main steps; the first one is described as learning content authoring, and the second includes field trip measurements conducted by participating students. In the last step, students’ answers are analyzed and position accuracy of logged location information was computed. Results have shown that correctness and precision of students’ answers were significantly affected by the accuracy of position fixing at each learning station. In future work, mobile technology performance will be considered within the measurement and evaluation procedures. This element is considered as important component required for the successful implementation of the proposed model.
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